Minutes of the Course Measurement Working Party meeting
held on 6 November 2021
at the John Charles Centre for Sport, Leeds

Present:

Hugh Jones – Chair (via WhatsApp)
Brian Porter – Secretary
Dene Townend
Mike Burns
Phil Cook
Tony King
Colin Tether, (via WhatsApp)
Trainees:
Nathanael Freeman
Steve Mack
Chris Sewell

• Apologies for absence:
Apologies were received from Ian Isaacs, Charmian Heaton, Paul Hodgson, John Glover,
John Webber, Tim Cook and Llyr ApGeraint-Roberts.
Paul Wood tried to join the meeting via Teams, but there was an issue with Teams on the
day.

1: Items not resolved at 2020 CMWP
•

Phil Holland to produce layout and liaise with Dene for purchase of ID cards. Dene to
update. Decision needed.
Dene showed a card to the meeting that costs £2 to produce. Dene uses the card to break
down barriers when asked why he is at a location.
ACTION: Dene will send link and template for measurers to order if they choose.
•

Phil Holland to contact parkrun to confirm and arrange deletion of the list.
Completed
•

Phil Holland to obtain details of cloud storage. ACMSs to agree details. Completed

•

ACMSs to agree backup details for reports. To resolve.
RESOLVED. Area secretaries have gmail accounts for course measurement.
•

Area secretary reports. These were circulated in advance and accepted. There was
one issue raised by Dene for the North, about our position with measurers who haven’t
measured in the last 5 years. Hugh said that once a measurer is qualified, we don’t tend to
remove people from the list unless they ask.
ACTION: Area secretaries to contact those who haven’t measured in the last 5
years, to establish whether they wish to continue.

2: Report on International Matters Hugh Jones
The system of international measurement is technically much the same as for that of the
UK but operates with separately-qualified measurers. Any race seeking the participation of
international runners would need to be measured by an AIMS- World Athletics
international measurer to ensure that performances are recognised.
Currently there are 15 AIMS-WA measurers listed in UK of which 13 are active.
International measurers are classed as A (of which there are 6 in UK) or B. ‘A’ measurers
are required for validations of world records and for measurement of courses for global
championships.
In general there are sufficient AIMS-WA measurers in UK to meet demand from races but,
in common with national measurers, they are an ageing group. There is a need for
younger measurers to be accredited and for some of the existing measurers to be
upgraded.
For qualification recent measurement reports can be submitted and an ‘observation’
measurement accompanied by an A measurer arranged. These are then assessed and
submitted for approval. If any measurer wishes to be considered for AIMS-WA
accreditation please get in touch with me at aimssec@aol.com
There was interest from The CMWP as to how we get involved with assisting the
Birmingham 2022 CG marathon. Hugh was in contact with Angus Mckenzie but has had no
further contact.
3: Data Protection policy Mike Burns
Data protection policy adopted. The group thanks Mike for his diligence.
4: Visibility of measurers held over from 2020 Colin Tether
The group agrees the need for diligent vigilance. Phil Cook advised we can’t force anyone,
but sharing good practice is welcome. Dene advised we need to comply with the
regulations of the people we are working for. There were examples of lighting systems at
the meeting.
Tony King asked about published information. Dene said there is guidance on the website.
Phil suggested this could be updated.
ACTION: Colin Tether to update website on measurer visibility.
5: Standardisation of charges Dene Townend
Brian provided figures to Dene a while back. Dene pointed out we should not be
measuring for less than minimum wage.
Brian suggested using an hourly rate as a guide. £20 per hour to include all traveling,
calibrating, measuring, and producing the reports, could be a basis.
Colin welcomes the idea of having charges laid out as a guide.
ACTION: Dene will circulate charging rate guidance.

6: Copyright of, and public access to, measurement reports and associated
documents; Mike Burns
Mike recommended copyright to be with AUKCM. The organiser commissions the work.
Hugh asked why we can cut out the organiser? Mike responded the organiser
commissions the work to be done but the report remains the property of AUKCM.
Brian asked if the measurer, AUKCM, and the organiser could have copyright. Mike said
the organiser has use of the report, but not ownership.
Mike recommended we post a copyright note on the website. We could add a copyright
note to the report.
Chris Sewell said the copyright goes to the AUKCM when it is certified.
Dene said a course could be used, but it should be measured for the new organiser.
Mike said if AUKCM has copyright, we don’t need permission from the original organiser. It
is easier if we own the copyright.
Hugh said if Area Secretaries are happy, we can address on a case by case basis.
ACTION: Copyright note to go on Course Measurement website. Mike Burns 7:
7: Unlicensed races measurement certificates. Suggestion from Ian Isaacs
Phil Cook advised we can measure for anyone, but only certify for UKA/ARC.
Hugh advised for races that are not licensed, we provide the report only, but no certificate.
Decision: We remain as we are. We inform a race organiser that we will only issue a
certificate for a UKA or ARC licenced race. We can provide a report of measurement
if a race does not have a licence.
8: Guidance on the establishment of the working constant; Mike Burns
Mike asked how we should do this. He asked if the guidance was clear enough. Hugh
advised we have always used the greater constant in the UK.
Mike asked for clarification on when to use a constant that is not the biggest constant. Tony
asked if we have ever used the constant that was not the original. Hugh uses the average.
Colin said we would use the post measure or average constant when there has been a big
difference in temperature.
ACTION: Clearer guidance on when not to use the higher constant. Mike Burns.
9: Use of What3Words General consensus
Dene offered it is a useful tool in addition to referencing. Race organisers find it useful.
Useful as a support tool.
Mike said he sometimes uses grid reference finder. Hugh said what 3 words is more

accurate.
Recommendation from Hugh that what 3 words is useful for interim markers as an
additional reference, but the start, finish, and turn points must be referenced to a fixed
point.
Steve Mack said What 3 Words is useful in laying out courses.
Agreement: What 3 Words is useful as an additional tool to fixed point referencing.
10: Guidance on the use of a course which has been measured for another
organiser's race. Mike Burns
Covered in earlier discussions under copyright.
11: Training and on-line tutorials. Do we need to re-write to update?
ACTION: Brian Porter to update over the next 12 months.
12: AOB:
Mike Burns asked for the tutorial answers. Brian to action.
Three trainees completed their practical measurement exercise in the afternoon.

